The Way of Truth
…Is The Truth !

Narrow Is The Path Through The Many Lies,
Deceptions & Things we come to believe
It is much like a valley that is dark !
Learning Honesty & Transparency
is to look into the mirror of our reality freely
with a true, heart felt desire to see…

The Lord has said that all men are liars.
In our flesh we are full of deception.

We do not understand why we lie,
but we do lie in many ways…
The flesh is that part of us that is ruled by our emotions
that are lined up with many things
that do not belong in us.

Denial of The Truth.
The Devil Made Me do it.

He only tempts us and we make the decisions.

Hiding the truth about me will keep me safe…lie.

Ignorance of The Truth.

Ignorance is not bliss, it is deception.

Justification of our actions.

There is never a good reason for evil thought,
words or actions, nor justification of sin.

It is Someone Else’s Fault.

We like to mirror off the responsibility for our thoughts,
words and actions onto others.
We Are accountable and responsible.

Complete Omission of The Truth known.
The Truth unspoken is as a lie.

Also, the witness of an iniquity who

says or does nothing and of course not
seeking the Will of The Lord in the
matter becomes the bearer of the iniquity.

Partial Omission of The Truth known.
Speaking part of the truth is incomplete and a lie.
Omission means leaving out The Truth.

Distorting The Truth.

Mixing the truth with a lie makes it a lie.
Watering down truth makes it as a lie.

I told a Little Lie.

There is no little lie… All lies have large impacts.

It is just The Way It Worked Out.
This would indicate that you have no effect

on what happens around you, nor responsibility…lie.

It Just Happened.

No, you allowed it to happen if you knew The Truth.

I Just Couldn’t Help It.

This would say that you are helpless and have no control
over your thoughts, words or actions…you do have
control, the lie is that you do not and there
is no way out from under sin.

I had No Choice.

Did you have a choice?
Every word or action is a result of a decision.

It is None of My Business.

That’s a good one…Same as Ignorance, selfish and a lie!
Letting another fall with proper knowledge is a burden.
There is no burden in helping others,
caring about others.

The selfish man considers caring for others a burden.

Keeping Secrets.

I did not want To Hurt the Person.

The truth delivered with love does not hurt.
Not knowing The Truth hurts that person much more.

Only selfishness and fear keep secrets !

I Meant Well

but what I did, what I said was awful.
It just did not come out right.
Examine the motives and see if you meant well.

He has a Good Heart Underneath.
What counts is what comes out on the outside.
Our thoughts, words and actions
are a reflection of our hearts.
Our hearts are truly sick in many ways.

I Know, I Know I Know

(Everything )… But !

You know nothing for the world teaches you nothing.
Has the world served you well?
Do you truly have answers for yourself, others?

Assuming

…is always a lie.
Assuming is false information due to a complete
lack of knowing The Truth in a matter.

Lying to oneself, others and to God is not the great
escape from responsibility that foolish children
use to try to get away with something.
satan is the deceptive teacher that
teaches from his book of lies.
he sets forth his agenda of twisting
the beauty of Truth into an ugliness that
separates us rather than bringing us together.
The world has been his stomping ground too long.
How has he affected your life with lies?
How have you affected your life and
the lives of others by lying?

Whom have you served?
What do you believe and stand for?
I tell you that satan has affected you in
more ways than you can realize or
would like to acknowledge.

To sin is to follow temptation, one’s own will,
the flesh…this is what satan did, does
and will always embody…sin.

How much of what you say and what you do is
as a result of a conscious decision?
How often have you thought…
where did That come from?

It is definitely not from me or who
I am or what I truly represent!
well…What You Do And Say Is what
you truly represent !
People walk around putting on shows and false pictures
of themselves believing that hiding will keep others
from knowing how sick we really are.
If you Are honest and truthful
with yourselves and others
then we might seek
the answers
together.

It is Honesty and the willingness to be Transparent that
yields the Good Fruit of Truth, of life and hope.
A man once said that…

If you have it all together as you portray…
then would you allow us to
broadcast your thoughts
on the radio for one day?
Very interesting and most enlightening !
All of these examples given are forms of lies.

There are many other more creative
and more devious ones too.

Young children tell lies in order to avoid punishment.
They are afraid and their fear rules the roost.

We try to teach them that to lie will not serve them
or anyone well and especially not

The Will of God for us
to live in peace !!!

Yet we as older children still lie…just more creatively.

To lie is to hide from The Truth and in a
sad way to deal with the reality you
may face by looking deep
into the mirror that
reflects back
your

True reality !
Our lives and our world is simply full of lies.
What we see in movies, advertising, the news, soap
operas, etc.,etc.,etc. are filling us with lies that
constantly work on us to influence and to
steer what we believe, desire or want !

Who is driving the car now I Ask ?
These things are but temptations to get one to
act from emotion or react from the flesh.

A little evil never hurts anyone…lie, lie, lie.
Our eyes and ears are precious
gates to our hearts.
What we see, hear and experience in our
lives hardens our sensitive hearts,
in a way taking captive
who we are.
We get trapped in cycles of pain and suffering,
Virtually and Strangely enjoying our blues, our hurts.
There is even commiseration music called the blues
where somehow we can derive joy from pain.
Depression is regression is hiding is a sad thing
yet we gravitate toward that which is so sad.
We become blinded, consciously, often subconsciously,
indifferent, self protecting and self serving.

Our goals and aspirations become our reality,
a depressingly false reality Indeed.
That if we just achieve certain ambitions and own enough
that we will be safe and happy in our lives…lie.
That if we just make things nicer on the outside
we will feel better on the inside…mental trip and a lie.
You know this when it all comes apart, falls apart.

Our surroundings are not our reality.

We have nothing when it is taken away but our
emptiness and our loneliness exposed.
As everything falls apart… where will you go when the
answers you thought you had are not the answers?
What we are inside is our True reality,
selfish ways of escaping The Truth itself.
The condition of our hearts is the
true measure of our condition.
The mind, will and emotions are a reflection of
the conditions of our hearts.

We build our perfect worlds with houses, land and things.
We settle for false truth that cloaks our lack of
understanding in the many attitudes

and opinions we wear.
And when they do not fit our needs any more we
find new ones, a new set of false clothes !
We adorn ourselves with anything that will hide our
grief, our pain…knowingly and unknowingly.
It is like drinking from a cup…

Drinking life or death…

We die slowly, painfully in lies.

We do have a choice.

We have the ability to no.
We can live in Truth.
It is honesty that brings us together at the same table.
It is the Honesty of revealing the Truth of all of
our internal matters that will show us we
truly share in a condition that just
simply is not right yet we
feed this fire by
hiding away.

What can we do?
What can you do?

I say seek God In Heaven.
I say go to the source of all wisdom,
knowledge and understanding.
I say reach out to Jesus.
Ask for His help.
We can die to the old that we might live in the new.
We can see and hear through new eyes, new ears.
We can see beyond the world around us.

We can look to the heavens.

We can put our Faith Forward.

What does it require?

It requires your desire for something better.
It requires An Honest assessment.
It requires a thirst For Truth, For Life.
It requires faith in a better way.

It requires submission to the idea that

There Is A Creator, An Author.
One who knows all things about each one of us.

Yes, A Real God that knows all things,
that knows All of The Answers.

Who shall do these things for me?

Your Father In Heaven.
Why do I deserve this hope?

Because He Loves you and desires
that you Know His Love.

He Lives that we might live

And Live Abundantly !

Why can I not see Him ?
He resides in a place that is beyond this world.
He lives in A Temple of Holiness.
Yet His hand is at work in our world in so many ways.

Who could paint the flowers?
Who colors our world?
We can see Him when we step out of our busy worlds.
We can see Him beyond our worldly thoughts.
Look back at how He has touched you in
ways that you did not understand,
how what happened is possible.

In Faith we seek and come to see
that which seems hidden !
Is this truly possible?

I Say Truly…Yes !
I tell you that All things Are Possible In Him.
Come to know the Father I have found.

Just Apply your gift of faith and your
trust in that which is unseen.
If you are patient and endure, you

Will find what you search for.

You will find so much more.
Why?

Because He Knows us each Perfectly…
He knows every moment of our lives.
Only He knows the depths of our despair.
Only He Has The True Power.

We are powerless Without Him !

Is it real?

Indeed.

You will know by the true evidence of who He is
by accepting Him into your heart.
Who will show me the way?

There is but One Way…

It Is Jesus Christ.
Jesus Christ Is The Life, The Way and The Light.

He Who Lives that we might live.
He Has Paid A Price beyond
our ability to comprehend.

He Is The Way !
Be not afraid to approach The

Lord !!!

Who will be my teacher?

Jesus Christ Who Is One With

The Father, Our Father.

The Only Teacher, The Only Rabbi.
The Only One Who Is Perfectly Clean
And Untarnished In Every Way.
The Only One Who Is

The Alpha And Omega.
He Who Was The Beginning, Is The Beginning And

The Author Of All New Beginnings.

It Is He that holds the keys to the master locks to open
the closed doors of rooms filled with lies and
It Is He that fills the darkness with

The light Of His Truth.

He Is The Holy Lampstand.
That Truth Which Is indisputable, incorruptible.

What will you choose?
Truth which is Life or the many lies
…lies that are death?

Has the past served you well?
Truth leads us to a death of deception
…the confusion of our old nature.

Be Lead to Life, The New Creation
that Is possible.
Truth cleanses, releases, renews and restores
who we are, who we are meant to be.
We are presented with the possibility of our
robes being washed white as snow.

What is the condition of your robe ?
We are presented with the possibility of being
Colored By The Love And Beautiful Emotions

Of The Father.

Please ponder most earnestly The Truth.
Please ponder carefully your course…
The decisions you have to make

In Light Of The Truth !!!
Be not frightened of The Truth, welcome it !
Feel not foolish by seeking the better way.

Be not discouraged in your life.
Raise your hope and trust.

You Are Not Alone, He Is There !
Be not of impatience,

Rather…Be still and know

That He Is God…

His Son Jesus will meet you
wherever you are.

Go Forth Honest And Transparent
In All Things And In The Sight

Of Our God
Almighty !
I pray that He grant you the strength to do
what is Right In His Sight…Amen.

Know These Things Written
To Be True And Be Ye Guided In Truth…
If you deny these things to be true then you

are under deception, in denial and
choosing to lie to yourselves.

Remember…

It is the foolish man who bears witness to The Truth
yet continues in the path of self destruction.
Cd’A
I humbly bear witness and bow to The Truth.
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